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When people communicate with each other, their choice of what to say is tied to their perceptions of the
audience. For many communication channels, people have some ability to explicitly specify their audience
members and the di�erent roles they can play. While existing accounts of communication behavior have
largely focused on how people tailor the content of their messages, we focus on the con�guring of the audience
as a complementary family of decisions in communication.
We formulate a general description of audience con�guration choices, highlighting key aspects of the
audience that people could con�gure to re�ect a range of communicative goals. We then illustrate these ideas
via a case study of email usage—a realistic domain where audience con�guration choices are particularly
�ne-grained and explicit in how email senders �ll the To and Cc address �elds. In a large collection of enterprise
emails, we explore how people con�gure their audiences, �nding salient patterns relating a sender’s choice of
con�guration to the types of participants in the email exchange, the content of the message, and the nature of
the subsequent interactions. Our formulation and �ndings show how analyzing audience con�gurations can
enrich and extend existing accounts of communication behavior, and frame research directions on audience
con�guration decisions in communication and collaboration.
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1

INTRODUCTION

When people communicate with one another, they have their audience in mind. The nature of the
audience is closely coupled with their goals in communicating and their choice of what to say. Prior
studies across a variety of settings have demonstrated that accounting for a speaker’s beliefs about
the audience is key to understanding their communication behaviors [7, 17, 30, 63, 69]. In fact, in
many of these settings, speakers have some ability to directly specify and structure their audience.
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Consider an illustrative example where this control of the audience is especially �ne-grained:
calling a meeting. A meeting’s initiator can specify exactly who to invite into the meeting room.
They can also specify how these participants are organized: whether certain individuals are singled
out as facilitators, notetakers, or spokespeople—or even how attendees and chairs are arranged
around the room. Further possibilities arise as the meeting progresses; for instance, two participants
may quietly branch o� into a side discussion. An initiator’s choice of audience con�guration, and a
participant’s subsequent decision to recon�gure the audience, re�ects their various goals in the
meeting, such as involving relevant stakeholders, calling out responsible parties, or disclosing more
targeted information. Indeed, past research has suggested that along with analyzing the discourse
within a meeting, examining decisions about the participants can provide insights into how groups
perform crucial tasks such as de�ning an organization’s strategy [40].
Audience-centric decisions come to the fore in widely used computer-mediated settings like
group chat and email, in which people have the ability to explicitly con�gure their audiences. For
instance, every time someone crafts an email, they specify the recipients they want to include, and
how these recipients are to be organized among the To and Cc address �elds. As such, whenever
people communicate via email, they must jointly consider their choices of message and audience.
Despite the prevalence and potential importance of audience-centric decisions, existing research
on communication behavior has largely focused on how speakers design the content and language
of their message. While some of these studies have illustrated that speakers may account for an
audience in crafting a message, they have given less consideration to the extent to which speakers
can directly con�gure their audience as well. This gap is particularly salient in settings like email,
whose a�ordances facilitate particularly explicit and �ne-grained choices of audience con�guration,
in addition to choices of message. If speakers must frequently make both types of choices, then our
understanding of how they communicate can be enriched by addressing the gap.
In this work, we examine audience con�guration decisions and their relation to other aspects
of communicating, such as the design of message content. We start by formulating a general
description of audience con�gurations. We draw from prior literature on how speakers account for
their audience in various channels, but extend past work by focusing on communication choices
that explicitly and directly shape the audience. We highlight several important aspects of the
audience that could be con�gurable: who’s included in the audience, how they might be organized
into di�erent communicative roles, and how the audience may be modi�ed as the interaction
proceeds. We describe how these audience-centric choices feature in a variety of settings, and can
re�ect various goals and considerations.
To provide an empirical demonstration of our conceptualization, we consider a realistic setting
where people are a�orded a meaningful level of control in con�guring their audience, and where
such choices are visible to us as analysts. As a case study, we examine a large corpus of emails
sent among employees of a technology �rm, noting that in email communication, the criteria of
control and visibility are realized in how senders craft the To and Cc address �elds. We �nd several
systematic ways in which types of con�gurations re�ect the senders and recipients involved, the
content of the emails, and properties of the subsequent interactions. While each of these aspects
has been examined in existing studies of social communication, our �ndings illustrate how our
analyses of audience con�gurations can clarify and extend these past accounts. We highlight salient
distinctions between emails of di�erent con�gurations, such as in their propensity to receive replies,
which would have been missed without a granular view of audience-centric choices. We also �nd
dependencies between audience con�gurations and characteristics of messages, such as whether
recipients’ names are mentioned, which suggest that a sender’s choice of con�guration could
convey signals that complement what’s relayed in the text.
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Drawing on our general formulation and our empirical observations, we propose that audience
con�gurations should be viewed as fully-�edged communicative decisions that are important to
account for in studying communication systems. In our case study, we show how we can shed
additional light on communication behaviors in a widely-used medium like email. More broadly,
we illustrate how accounting for audience con�guration decisions could enrich our understanding
of day-to-day communication patterns in organizations like the company we examine.
2

BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

A broad range of literature has highlighted at least three important and interrelated aspects of
communicating a message: the message, its speaker, and its audience. In most communication
channels, a speaker can craft the content of their message. In some cases, the speaker is also able
to more directly control the audience that the message is directed at. Past work across �elds like
linguistics and natural language processing has explored ways to characterize message-centric
choices. In contrast, our focus is on characterizing audience-centric choices.
In this section, we describe audience con�gurations as a category of communication decisions,
and motivate their study. Drawing on prior theoretical and empirical literature on social communication, we identify key aspects of the audience which are con�gurable, point to a broad range of
settings across which di�erent forms of con�guration decisions occur, and suggest various ways in
which these decisions can relate to a speaker’s communicative goals. We conclude this section by
highlighting a gap and opportunity. Our general description suggests that con�guration decisions
exist in many settings, and can be intricate and meaningful to speakers. However, past studies of
social communication have typically focused on the choice of message content, and have not as
extensively explored the extent to which speakers can con�gure their audience.
2.1

Describing audience configurations

We �rst identify a few key dimensions along which audience-centric decisions can be made. For each
of these dimensions, we draw on theoretical and empirical accounts of communicative audiences
to suggest their potential importance; we then suggest how a speaker could, in principle, directly
specify that aspect of the audience. As such, we clarify what is meant by con�guring the audience,
and illustrate how con�guration decisions can be granular and multifaceted.
First, speakers account for the people who are included in the audience: they intend for their
messages to be understood by their particular audience members and design these messages
accordingly (see [7, 17, 31] for conceptual descriptions and [26, 63, 69, inter alia] for empirical
�ndings). In our motivating example of the meeting, beyond reacting to the composition of a given
audience, the initiator A could explicitly list who to include in the meeting: they may invite B and
C as relevant stakeholders while excluding others.
Second, speakers may consider how the audience is organized. A speaker may intend for a
message to be taken up in di�erent ways by di�erent audience members [7, 17, 18]; for instance, A
may issue a request to B in front of C. In this sense, we can view the audience as organized into
di�erent communicative roles, with B as the primary addressee and C as an auxiliary participant.
Alternatively, A may address B and C on equal terms, indi�erent to which addressee takes up the
request. Again, the meeting’s initiator could explicitly specify this organization through mechanisms
like assigning roles in the invitation, verbally calling out a participant, or even arranging the chairs
in the room [31].
Third, these properties of the audience could be modi�ed in an ongoing interaction [17]. For
instance, when responding to A, B might wish to clarify the request or voice a private concern, and
hence start a side discussion with A in a corner. Alternatively, they may pull in a new participant
who is better equipped to take up the request. As such, B explicitly recon�gures the audience.
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Audience configurations in computer-mediated channels

Audience con�guration choices exist in varying forms across di�erent communication channels,
beyond our hypothetical meeting. These choices are particularly salient in computer-mediated settings: many of these channels o�er speakers access to audience members unhindered by constraints
like physical co-location, such that the composition of the audience is no longer subject to potential
participants being available to meet. Furthermore, across these settings, past studies have suggested
numerous ways in which such choices could be meaningful for speakers, in systematically re�ecting
particular motivations.
Interpersonal communication settings. In mediums like email, instant messaging and group
chat, people are usually a�orded some ability to specify the audience of their messages. Messagesenders in group chat can choose among multiple channels to contact di�erent people [36]; senders
in instant messaging and email are generally able to explicitly list their recipients. These settings
also contain a�ordances that allow senders to signal how their audience is organized, for instance by
tagging a subset of recipients, or by arranging recipients into di�erent address �elds. Additionally,
these audiences can be adjusted over the course of the interaction: new participants may be later
added to an exchange, while a reply may target only a subset of the original participants.
Many studies of these settings have found that who people include in their audiences re�ects
social factors like homophily [45, 68] and power relations [54], events such as internal crises or
external shocks [5, 24, 70], and underlying motivations such as fostering social support or seeking
di�erent perspectives [11, 33]. Other studies have performed focused studies of particular choices of
con�guration, taking discourse analysis, interview or survey-based approaches. Several such studies
have examined cases when senders include a subset of recipients in Cc [10, 35, 52, 76], �nding that
senders use the mechanism to ensure accountability or transparency, facilitate participation from a
wider range of stakeholders, or project one’s activities and accomplishments to onlookers. The Cc
designation has also been suggested as a way to manage recipients’ attention [46], as people may
perceive emails as less important to them if they are placed in Cc [39, 72]. Replying to one person
versus replying-all [32] could re�ect a sender’s desire to manage the cohesion of a group, or their
judgment of which participants are still relevant in an exchange.
Social media platforms. Many social media sites o�er their users various a�ordances to manage
their audience. Privacy settings allow people to restrict who is included in their audience; by
tagging someone on Twitter or commenting to another person’s Facebook wall in lieu of making
an undirected post, people can organize their audience by specifying a primary target for their
communication. Further, subsets of the audience could be bracketed out as people move an interaction from a public forum to a private message. Con�guration choices in these settings are
comparatively coarse-grained: the audience management options provided by platforms are often
limited in scope, cumbersome or not well-understood by users [48, 50].
Despite these limitations, audience-centric considerations are nonetheless relevant to users of
these platforms. Past work has pointed out various considerations in choosing between presently
available options, such as familiarity with the audience or the willingness to self-disclose [27, 29, 51].
Targeting someone’s Facebook wall versus issuing a broad posting could re�ect a contrast in
objectives related to relationship management versus social validation [6]; the option to more �nely
specify audience members of WeChat postings gives rise to more elaborate concerns like the social
cost of making someone feel snubbed by deliberately excluding them [48]. Furthermore, the paucity
of privacy setting options has been cited as a source of frustration for users [48, 50], suggesting
that people have some intuition for how various audience con�gurations could be useful, even if
the ability to choose these con�gurations is presently unavailable to them.
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Existing studies of audience configurations

We have suggested that audience con�guration decisions broadly recur across many settings and
that they can meaningfully re�ect various aspects of communicating. As such, we highlight an
opportunity: examining how people choose among a potentially rich range of con�gurations can
add to our understanding of social communication. For instance, past work has examined strategysetting meetings, showing that such considerations around calling a meeting, in addition to what’s
discussed within the meeting, are informative of how strategies are developed or reinforced in
organizations [40]. In this case, jointly considering the choice and arrangement of participants
alongside the choice of discourse was fruitful in analyzing a consequential phenomenon.
In general, however, we �nd that past studies of social communication have asymmetrically
focused on how speakers design their messages. Literature on audience design has largely dealt with
how speakers tailor the content and style of their messages to suit a given audience [7, 41, 58, 63, 85].
Less attention has been paid to understanding how speakers could con�gure their audience,
especially at the granularity exempli�ed in our hypothetical o�ine meeting.
This lack of attention partially re�ects that con�gurations may not be fully controllable by
the speaker in many of the settings that have been studied. In fact, especially in large-scale
social media platforms, speakers necessarily make inferences about the composition of their
audience [8, 49, 53, 81]. That con�gurations are coarse-grained and not fully legible limits the
extent to which we can consider them as meaningful choices for speakers; in the absence of explicit
records, these choices are also di�cult for researchers to precisely analyze.
In settings where people can make more granular and explicit con�guration choices, this degree
of control over the audience is largely not emphasized; analyses of channels like instant messaging
and email have often abstracted out key aspects of the con�guration decision. Many of these
studies focus on analyzing the content of messages, largely agnostic to the nature of a message’s
audience [14, 71, 82]. Some of these studies account for the identities of message recipients in
modeling large-scale interaction networks [5, 24, 54, 70, 78], or in studying communication with
recipients across organizational strata [28, 61] or within teams [56]. However, these studies do
not di�erentiate between the types of audiences that these recipients are part of, hence ignoring
factors like the roles to which recipients are designated. Other work has focused on analyzing
messages directed at a narrow subset of the possible con�gurations a�orded by a channel, such as
Cc-ing [35, 52, 76] and replying versus replying-all [32]; in a similar vein, many studies restrict the
bulk of their analyses to dyadic exchanges [25, 44, 55, inter alia]. These methodological approaches
allow analysts to cleanly examine a wealth of phenomena in social communication, providing
informative accounts of how speakers communicate and how they account for their audience that
we have drawn on. However, taken together, these studies do not provide similarly rich accounts
of audience con�guration choices.
3

CASE STUDY

We now describe an approach to studying audience con�guration choices, that accounts for multiple
aspects of the decision and a range of underlying social considerations, as outlined in the preceding
section. We apply our approach in a case study of how con�gurations are used in a large corpus
of emails. In this setting, we explore potential insights about social communication that a more
granular study of audience con�gurations could yield.
In what follows, we instantiate our general description of audience con�gurations in the context
of email. We highlight qualities of email communications that make it an especially informative
case example, and describe the particular dataset we studied. We additionally highlight particular
aspects of emailing and of social communication that we will subsequently examine.
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Se�ing: Email Communication

Several properties of email make the medium a particularly illustrative setting in which to explore
con�guration choices. As already noted, an email sender can precisely specify their choice of
recipients to include on a message, while the Cc mechanism allows them to explicitly organize these
recipients. Furthermore, these granular choices are highly salient to email senders: they decide on
a con�guration every time they start an email thread, while the option to add or remove recipients
is available in any subsequent reply.
Email is also an important case example because it is a realistic and widely used venue in which
these con�guration decisions are made. It is one of the most popular online activities [1, 67], serving
as a key medium for information management and communication across the globe [83]. As such,
emailing occupies substantial time and attention for senders and recipients [34, 84].
Dataset. We analyze a corpus of emails sent among employees in a now-defunct technology
company referred to with the codeword Avocado. The corpus was compiled from the employees’
Microsoft Outlook accounts, and is accessible through the Linguistic Data Consortium [59]; it has
been used in several prior studies of emailing [2, 71, 82, 87].
The Avocado collection contains a thorough record of day-to-day emailing activity across
an organization. The organization is a realistic and particularly rich venue in which to study
social behaviors: communications are structured by the specialized positions people have in the
organization, the various tasks that employees have to complete in collaboration with others, and
the social relationships induced by roles and subdivisions in the company. The dataset’s coverage
of personnel across the company distinguishes Avocado from other email collections like Enron,
which is focused on the upper management [43].
Data processing. In order to ensure that the dataset faithfully re�ects emailing activity in Avocado,
we took some additional steps to process the collection that was originally released. In particular, we
augmented the data with more information about the reply structure within email threads, matched
employees to the multiple email addresses they were associated with, and removed recipients who
were duplicated in address �elds.1
To simplify our initial exploration of audience con�gurations and to address some additional
constraints in the data, we restricted our study to a subset of the collection. First, we considered
emails sent only among Avocado employees, ignoring threads which involved people outside the
organization. Second, we ignored emails sent to mailing lists or that contained recipients in the Bcc
�eld, since the particular recipients of these messages were often not listed in the data. Finally, we
removed self-emails and automated messages. These omitted cases present interesting variations
on our basic conceptualization of audience con�gurations, and are worth exploring in future work.
The collection we subsequently analyze contains 168,452 emails sent among 320 employees
between 1999 and 2003. Further details about the dataset, the data processing procedure, and our
subsetting decisions can be found in the supplementary material.
3.2

Approach

We use our case study to illustrate the broad variety of potential analyses that follow from our
general description of audience con�gurations. In particular, we aim to explore multiple con�gurable
aspects of the audience, described in Section 2.1, as well as a range of aspects of social communication
explored in previous work and surveyed in Section 2.2. To this end, we perform a computational
analysis of Avocado, which enables us to make comparisons across con�guration choices and
examine aggregate patterns across the entire corpus.
1 Code

that implements this procedure can be found at https://github.com/tisjune/avocado-data-processing.
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First, we seek to address the multifaceted nature of audience con�gurations by accounting for
inclusion, organization, and recon�guration choices. We analyze two categories of con�guration
decisions in turn: when starting an email thread, the sender must decide on a root con�guration—
which recipients to include, and how to organize them among the To and Cc �elds; when replying
to a previous email, a sender may recon�gure the audience through adding or removing recipients.
Second, we seek to explore how analyses of audience con�gurations could add to existing
understandings of various aspects of social communication. In particular, prior studies, including
of email, have examined the relationships among participants of an exchange, the intentions of
speakers, linguistic properties of messages, and ensuing interaction dynamics. In our case study,
we build on these existing analyses as departure points, and explore how di�erent choices of
con�guration are related to each of these aspects. To interpret the �ndings of our computational
approach, we also draw from prior work, which has used close readings of emails or interviews
with senders and recipients to provide more nuanced characterizations of emailing behavior.
4

ANALYSIS: ROOT CONFIGURATIONS

We �rst examine how email senders con�gure their audience when they initiate an email thread
(as opposed to replying to an existing email). When creating these initial emails, henceforth roots,
the sender selects the recipients of their message, and organizes them into the To and Cc �elds.
Our focus is on analyzing how senders explicitly make these choices, so we distinguish roots from
subsequent replies which, by default, are pre-populated with the con�guration of the previous
email. As such, we restrict the subsequent analyses to the 79,973 roots in the data.
Representing con�gurations. To facilitate an automated analysis, we consider abstracted representations of con�gurations. Importantly, we ensure that these representations, while simplistic,
re�ect both the inclusion and the organization of recipients.
We address the sender’s choice of recipients to include by considering the audience size, N . Here,
we abstract away from specifying which recipients are included in the audience, a modeling choice
also taken in past studies of audience design [26, 69]. Future work could more �nely account for
the identities of the people involved, which we brie�y explore as well.
We address the sender’s organization of recipients by considering the number of recipients in the
To �eld, which we refer to as the To size, k (in our data, k > 0). As such, there are N k recipients
in the Cc �eld. We refer to con�gurations where k < N (at least one recipient is in Cc) as tiered, and
con�gurations where k = N (all recipients are in To) as �at. In interpreting our subsequent �ndings,
we assume that people in To versus Cc are generally designated to be primary versus auxiliary
addressees [52, 60, 76]. However, we note that senders may vary in their use of these address �elds;
we later take steps to ensure that our �ndings are not driven by per-sender idiosyncracies. We
also note that senders may signal such designations by other means, such as in the text of the
message [17, 31]; future work could account for these other sources of signal.
4.1

Distribution of root configurations

We start by describing the distribution of con�gurations in Avocado, in terms of audience size N
and To size k. Here, we show how the breadth of con�gurations used by senders extends beyond
the particular con�gurations analyzed in prior work.
Figure 1A shows the proportion of root emails per N . We see that over 40% of threads involve
multiple recipients, with N 2.
Figure 1B breaks down this distribution by how the audience is organized: the color of the N , k-th
heatmap entry denotes the proportion of roots with a To size of k, out of all roots with an audience
size of N (i.e., the heatmap is column-normalized). Among emails with multiple recipients, we �nd
that two types of con�gurations are commonly used, discernable as the dark bands in the �gure.
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B

Fig. 1. For root emails that initiate a thread: (A) distribution of audience sizes N ; the number of emails per N
is indicated above each bar. (B) To sizes k per N , over emails with N  6 recipients (96% of roots); proportions
of roots with To size k out of all roots with audience size N are shown in each cell.

Many prior studies have examined a sender’s decision to involve multiple recipients by placing
them in the Cc �eld, thus focusing on tiered con�gurations [35, 52, 76]. However, we see that
in Avocado, senders often place the entire audience in To instead (diagonal), thus opting for a
�at organization. For instance, over roots with two recipients (N = 2), 40% of emails have a �at
con�guration with both recipients in To (k = 2, corresponding to the top square in the second
column from the left). We also note a clear distinction within tiered con�gurations: typically, only
one person is positioned as the primary addressee in To (bottom row), while multiple recipients are
"singled out" in To (middle of the heatmap) much less frequently.2
When N is large, we draw a potential analogy to posts on social media platforms with large
audiences: �at con�gurations correspond to undirected updates (i.e., to a broad swath of the
organization) while tiered con�gurations correspond to directed communications such as Facebook
wall posts [6]. We �nd that as N increases, �at con�gurations become more common relative to
tiered ones (visually, the diagonal becomes darker than the bottom row after N = 5); perhaps fewer
situations call for senders to address a particular target in front of a large group of other colleagues.
4.2

Sender and recipient relationships

Next, we explore how con�gurations re�ect the senders and recipients involved. Prior work has
shown that the choice to communicate across di�erent types of relationships re�ects di�erent
considerations: for instance, seeking social support among close relations [20, 29], soliciting novel
perspectives from people in di�erent social circles [11, 33], or foregoing interactions with outsiders
during a crisis [70]. In a setting like email, a sender can address more than two recipients who
potentially span multiple types of relationships. As such, beyond the selection of recipients, they
must make decisions about the size and structure of the group of participants, which we would
expect to echo the nature of the relationships involved.
To examine these decisions, we use one indicator of sender-recipient relationships accessible in
our data: a�liation to divisions in the company. We focus on the two largest divisions, sales and
engineering, with 79 and 108 employees respectively.3 We assume that two people within the same
division are more likely to have a closer working relationship than people in di�erent divisions.
2 As an interpretation of such a case, consider a situation where

N = 3 and k = 2, in which two people are jointly responsible
for something, but a third person is also included as a relevant overseer.
3 Employee a�liations are inferred from job titles in contacts lists included in the corpus.
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% tiered

emails from engr. % tiered

engr. ! engr.
59
61
(3,906 emails)
(7,723 emails)
sales ! engr.
engr. ! sales
43
41
(337 emails)
(166 emails)
sales ! both
engr. ! both
68
66
(1,145 emails)
(717 emails)
Table 1. Percentages of emails which are tiered (i.e., the recipients are separated into the To and Cc fields,
as opposed to all in To), over subsets of multi-recipient root emails, where senders and recipients are in the
same or opposite company divisions. Comparing between each pair of rows, Fisher’s exact p < 0.05.

While coarse, the relative frequency of communications within versus across divisions suggests
that this assumption is a valid starting point. 12,690 and 18,062 emails involve people who are all in
sales or all in engineering, respectively; in contrast, 4,208 span across the two divisions: 2,466 or
16% of emails from senders in sales include at least one recipient who is in engineering, while 1,742
or 9% of emails from senders in engineering include a recipient from sales.
We decompose the ensuing analyses into two questions: 1) in emailing people within versus
across division, when might a sender include additional recipients, versus opt for a dyadic message
to only one recipient? 2) in emailing multiple recipients in di�erent divisions, when and how does
the sender organize them into di�erent communicative roles?
Including additional recipients. Prior literature has characterized dyadic communications as
uniquely straightforward and intimate, in contrast to exchanges with larger groups [75]. As such,
we may expect that emails sent within a division, where senders and recipients are likelier to
be familiar with each other, are more often dyadic than emails sent across divisions, in which
multiple recipients may be included. For each division, we compare the set of within-emails where
all senders and recipients are in that division, with across-emails where at least one recipient is from
the opposite division. Within each set, we compute the percentage of emails which are dyadic. We
�nd that within-emails are indeed more likely to be dyadic than across-emails, for both divisions:
69% of within- versus 40% of across-emails from senders in sales are dyadic; the same proportions
for engineering are 57% versus 49% (Fisher’s exact p < 0.001 for both comparisons).
Organizing multiple recipients. We now focus on emails directed at multiple recipients, examining how these recipients are organized by the sender. In the following analysis, we consider
three cases: 1) a sender emails only recipients from their own division; 2) a sender emails only
recipients from the opposite division; 3) a sender emails recipients from both divisions. We analyze
the con�gurations used by senders in communicating with each type of audience, in terms of how
often senders organize the recipients in a �at con�guration with all recipients in To, versus splitting
them between To and Cc in a tiered con�guration.
Table 1 shows the percentage of emails which are tiered in each case. We see that the share
of tiered emails is highest when recipients are from di�erent divisions (i.e., at least one in sales
and at least one in engineering, third row), illustrating that the sender’s designation of roles tends
to echo the presence of di�erent social relationships in the communication. To more precisely
examine which roles recipients are organized in, we consider the 1,256 emails with recipients from
both divisions, and which have tiered con�gurations. Here, the sender can either designate the
recipient in their own division to To and the other to Cc, or the other way around.4 We see that the
cross-division recipient is in To more frequently: in 64% and 63% of such emails from a sender in
4 We

ignore the 2.4% of these emails where the designation occurs in both directions.
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2-flat

6,157 root emails

To:

R1, R2

6,819 root emails

R1, R2 … RN

To:

dyadic

45,372 root emails

To:

R1

2-tiered

9,115 root emails

N,1-tiered

5,749 root emails

To:

R1

To:

R1

Cc:

R2

Cc:

R2, … RN

Fig. 2. Visualization of the various pairs of root configurations compared in the analyses in Sections 4.3—4.6.
Lines between icons correspond to particular comparisons highlighted in the text and examined using the
sender-controlled protocol detailed in Section 4.6.

sales and engineering, respectively. This majority case re�ects a previously-observed strategy of
including a colleague for additional support or oversight when communicating with a di�erent
group, perhaps to facilitate a potentially contentious interaction [10]. In fact, senders tend to
designate these colleagues as auxiliary recipients in Cc, thus explicitly distinguishing their intended
roles from that of the cross-company addressees in To. This suggests that the con�guration of an
email’s audience may convey or reinforce social cues beyond those contained in its text [61, 77].
We �nd an interesting contrast in the two cases where all recipients are in the same division:
fewer emails have tiered con�gurations when the recipients are all in the opposite division from
the sender, versus when all participants are in the same division (�rst versus second rows). This
perhaps re�ects that senders are less prone to making designations among recipients who may be
less familiar to them or outside of their chain of command.5
4.3

Sender intents

Past work across a variety of settings has examined how people access di�erent audiences to
facilitate di�erent communicative intentions [6, 29, 33, inter alia]. Here, we build on these existing
analyses to more �nely account for how senders can actively con�gure their audiences to re�ect
their intentions. In particular, we consider two key types of intents, requests and commitments, which
have been highlighted in the pragmatics literature [4, 74], as well as in specialized taxonomies
of emailing intents [19, 21]. To infer these intents from an email, we use classi�ers that were
previously developed in our organization and applied to the Avocado dataset [82]; the classi�ers
identify emails with each intent based on the text of the emails.6 We then compute the proportion
of emails of each con�guration which contain each type of intent.
In the following analyses, we make comparisons among the most frequent con�gurations (corresponding to the dark regions in Figure 1B). These comparisons are depicted in Figure 2. We start by
examining three minimal cases: dyadic (for emails sent to one recipient, N = k = 1), 2-�at (emails
sent to two recipients with both in To, N = k = 2), and 2-tiered (emails sent to two recipients
5 To check that these �ndings relate to the tiered con�guration of the audience, and aren’t wholly accounted for by variation in

audience size, we repeat the analyses of multi-recipient emails over the 6,994 emails with exactly two recipients (comprising
20% of the multi-recipient emails initially examined), and �nd that the observed di�erences still hold in this subset.
6 To facilitate analyses of email text, we preprocessed emails by removing artifacts like senders’ signatures via a set of
heuristics. Further details about the text preprocessing procedure and the intent-tagging models that we used are provided
in the supplementary material.
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dyadic vs.
2-�at

(i)

2-�at vs.
2-tiered

2-�at vs.
N-�at

2-tiered vs.
N,1-tiered

has request (bin.)
"""
""" (*)
"""
has commitment (bin.)
(ii) has recipient name (bin.) ### (*)
""" (*)
###
""" (*)
(iii) wordcount
""" (*)
""" (*)
""" (*)
""" (*)
% 1st-person sing.
### (*)
### (*)
% 2nd-person
### (*)
""" (*)
### (*)
% 1st-person pl.
""" (*)
""" (*)
"
""" (*)
(iv) has reply (bin.)
""" (*)
" (*)
###
"""
Table 2. Significance test statistics on a�ributes derived from email content (i-iii) along with reply rate (iv). In
each column titled A vs. B, a�ributes of root emails with configuration A are compared to those of root emails
with configuration B. Arrow directions indicate whether configuration B is greater in that a�ribute than A (")
or vice versa (#). The number of arrows indicates statistical significance under either the Mann-Whitney U test
for real-valued a�ributes, or Fisher’s exact test for binary a�ributes indicated as (bin.), Bonferroni-corrected
in the number of a�ributes (": p < 0.05, "": p < 0.01, """: p < 0.001). (*) indicates that the comparison is also
significant under the sender-controlled protocol described in Section 4.6, indicating consistent e�ects across
di�erent senders (Bonferroni-corrected Wilcoxon signed-rank p < 0.05).

A

B

C

D

Fig. 3. Averages of various a�ributes derived from email content, over root emails with di�erent configurations:
• denote dyadic emails; denotes N -flat emails for di�erent audience sizes N ; 4 denotes N , 1-tiered emails.
Error bars are bootstrapped 95% confidence intervals.

with one in To and the other in Cc, N = 2 and k = 1). Comparing emails with dyadic and 2-�at
con�gurations highlights a sender’s choice to include an additional recipient, while comparing
2-�at and 2-tiered emails highlights the sender’s choice to organize di�erent recipients across To
and Cc. Beyond these base cases, we then compare 2-�at to N-�at emails with more recipients in
To (N = k > 2), and 2-tiered to N,1-tiered emails with one recipient in To and additional recipients
in Cc (N > 2 and k = 1). We note that less frequent con�gurations, which we omit, may re�ect
interesting communication dynamics which could be taken up in future work.
Statistical signi�cance tests for these comparisons are shown in Table 2(i). Focusing on the relation
between con�gurations and requests, visualized in Figure 3A as the proportion of requests per
con�guration type, we �nd that tiered con�gurations are more often used to convey requests than
�at or dyadic ones. We o�er two possible interpretations, taken from prior studies of emailing [10,
52, 76]. A sender may explicitly target a recipient in To to take up the request, while Cc-ing overseers
to see that the request is carried out. Alternatively, senders may be more prone to making requests
as part of collaborations between multiple people; the Cc’s could be additional stakeholders who
the sender designates as less central to the task, but who might still want to weigh in [46].
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Audience design and linguistic a�ributes

Past work (surveyed in Section 2) has examined the relation between the content of a message
and its audience. Extending these studies, we relate the con�guration of an email’s audience to
its text in a more granular way, accounting for both inclusion and organization choices. We focus
on an attribute which directly links a message and its audience: whether the sender mentions a
recipient’s name [17, 31]. For each con�guration, we compute the proportion of emails whose text
contains the name of at least one recipient.7
Comparisons between con�gurations are shown in Table 2(ii) and visualized in Figure 3B. We
note a striking di�erence: tiered emails are much more likely to mention recipient names than
�at emails. More closely examining which recipients are mentioned in the tiered case, we see that
recipients in To are mentioned more than twice as often as recipients in Cc, in 50% versus 22% of
tiered emails. The propensity of name-mentioning decreases from dyadic to N -�at emails, perhaps
corresponding to addressing a group in its entirety rather than calling out individual members.
These �ndings suggest several ways in which a message and its audience may be related. First,
echoing the audience design literature, senders may tailor their message to suit a given audience,
for instance by mentioning the names of audience members. Here, our results underline that
audiences may consist of di�erent types of participants, in that name-mentioning clearly re�ects
some distinction between recipients in To and Cc.
The fact that email senders can con�gure, rather than simply react to their audience, gives rise
to additional interpretations that go beyond audience design. In particular, audience con�gurations
can bolster or supplement the signal conveyed in message content. In tiered emails, we see that
senders tend to call out primary addressees who are already highlighted in the To �eld, while in
�at emails, which are perhaps unfocused or uniformly relevant across the N recipients in To, these
recipients are seldom called out in the text. Further, in over 3/4 of tiered emails, addressees in Cc
are never mentioned (at least by name), suggesting instead that their intended role in the exchange
is to be parsed from the con�guration itself.
Additional linguistic attributes. We also explore some other characteristics of the content: the
email’s length (in number of words), and the use of various personal pronoun categories (e.g.,
�rst-person singular), measured as the fraction of words in an email which are of a particular
category.8 These attributes have been used as indicators of group dynamics [15, 42], psychological
processes [65], and linguistic style [22, 64]; they comprise a small sample of a wealth of other
attributes that future work could explore. Table 2(iii) lists comparisons of these attributes across
di�erent con�gurations; we discuss a selection below.
Figure 3C shows the average lengths of emails with various con�gurations. We see that length
increases with the number of recipients; further, tiered emails are longer than �at ones. This perhaps
re�ects the relative complexity of con�gurations [26]—for instance, addressing several people who
play di�erent roles in the exchange may require a sender to convey more information.
Figure 3D shows the concentration of second-person pronouns (e.g., you) per con�guration. We
see that these pronouns are used most frequently among dyadic emails, perhaps relating to the
focused nature of these communications. Tiered emails contain more second-person pronouns than
�at ones, perhaps further reinforcing the sender’s focus on their primary addressees; however, the
use of these pronouns decreases in N , 1-tiered emails with larger N .
7 We

use some heuristics to infer names and commonly-used nicknames, detailed in the supplementary material.
use the categories provided in the LIWC lexicon [79], consisting of pronouns and common contractions, e.g., “youre”.
While this approach would fail to characterize emails not written in English, 96% of emails are in English, as inferred using
the python langdetect package [23]; as such, we assume this caveat is relatively minor.
8 We
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Fig. 4. Proportion of root emails receiving at least one reply. (A) Reply rate for various audience sizes N ,
replicating findings from Yang et al. [87]; (B) Reply rate for various audience configurations, accounting for
audience size N and To size k: dyadic (•), N -flat ( ), and N , 1-tiered (4).

4.5

Reply rate

Finally, we examine how an email’s con�guration relates to the subsequent interaction. Here,
we focus on an email’s propensity to receive replies—a simple but fundamental attribute of the
interaction. Prior studies of email have developed models that predict replies as a practical task, but
have given less consideration to the potential signi�cance of an email’s audience con�guration. For
instance, Kooti et al. [44] only analyzes dyadic emails; Yang et al. [87], which also examines the
Avocado collection, accounts for audience size but not how the audience is organized and �nds that
reply rate increases up to N = 3 before decreasing, as depicted in Figure 4A. A �ner-grained account
of audience con�gurations could enable more intricate studies of interactions within groups, while
pointing to additional features these predictive models could use.
Figure 4B shows the proportion of emails which receive at least one reply, across di�erent
con�gurations, such that both audience size N and To size k are taken into account. As with
prior work, we note that the reply rate is lowest among dyadic emails; one possible explanation is
that dyadic communications are relatively easy to address in another medium like telephone or
face-to-face conversations [37, 57], so we do not observe responses via email.
We �nd a noticeable divergence based on an audience’s organization: tiered emails have a higher
reply rate than �at ones, and this gap widens as the audience size increases. Importantly, these
contrasting trends are con�ated in Figure 4A, which does not account for To size: the in�ection
point at N = 3 could re�ect that for larger N , �at emails decrease in reply rate while increasing
in frequency relative to tiered emails (as shown in Figure 1B). We can also disambiguate between
di�erent addressees: among tiered emails that receive replies, 71% versus 30% get replies from
recipients in To and Cc respectively, indicating that such designations are closely tied to more
active or passive roles in the communication.
Multiple interpretations are suggested by these �ndings. First, the relation between con�guration
and reply rate could re�ect the situations involved; highly collaborative projects that spur active
email exchanges may also involve multiple participants playing di�erent roles. Second, a sender
might tailor con�gurations to re�ect particular intentions (as shown in Section 4.3) or to encourage
some downstream consequence; including overseers could put pressure on the target of an email to
respond. Third, these di�erences might also result from how recipients perceive a con�guration.
For instance, as N increases, the N recipients in a �at email may be less inclined to reply to the
email, echoing the phenomenon of di�usion of responsibility [47]. This e�ect may be mitigated
when the sender explicitly designates a primary target in a tiered con�guration.
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Sender-controlled protocol

We would like to tease apart two explanations for the patterns we have observed: the con�gurations,
or the senders. For instance, con�guration A may be more likely than con�guration B to contain a
request because senders in Avocado make meaningful and systematic distinctions between them;
alternatively, di�erent senders—with di�erent propensities to make requests—also tend to choose
di�erent con�gurations. In order to gauge the extent to which our �ndings re�ect meaningful
di�erences in con�guration choices, beyond sender idiosyncracies, we compare con�gurations in a
sender-controlled fashion. We aggregate each attribute over each sender and con�guration (e.g., for
each sender, we compute the proportion of their dyadic emails with requests), and then compare
attributes between con�gurations paired on the sender.9
Statistical signi�cance under these paired comparisons is indicated in Table 2 using asterisks (*).
Many di�erences still hold under this tighter protocol, suggesting that di�erences in con�guration
are meaningful. However, we also note some di�erences in the uncontrolled setting that aren’t
observed after pairing, suggesting that they might be contingent on the preferences of a limited
subset of senders. For instance, N , 1-tiered emails are no more likely to have requests than 2-tiered
emails (last column); a potential interpretation is that some senders who tend to issue requests,
like managers of larger teams, also tend to address larger sets of recipients.
5

ANALYSIS: RECONFIGURATIONS

Thus far, we have examined how senders make choices about the inclusion and organization of
recipients at the start of an email thread. However, as an interaction proceeds, people might modify
the audience when they reply to a preceding message, by adding or removing participants. Here,
we extend our analyses of email interactions to examine audience recon�gurations. Extending past
accounts, which have drawn on close readings of small samples of recon�guring emails [76] or on
testimony from email senders [32], our approach surfaces characteristics that systematically recur
in di�erent types of recon�gurations across a larger corpus.
As a starting point, we focus on recon�gurations where the sender adds or removes recipients
that were present in a preceding message; 35% of email replies involve such an action. We denote
the number of added and removed recipients as k add and k rm respectively. As such, we abstract away
from the address �eld from which previous recipients are removed, or to which new recipients are
added; we also ignore cases where a sender moves recipients between To and Cc.10
We note that the possible recon�gurations that can occur are contingent on the con�gurations
of preceding emails; in the extreme, a sender cannot remove more recipients than were initially
present. To simplify our present analyses, we focus on the 16,136 recon�guring emails which are
replies to the root email of a thread, comprising 52% of all emails with a recon�guration.11
5.1 Distribution of reconfigurations
We �rst examine the distribution of recon�gurations, in terms of k add and k rm . Prior work has
highlighted particular types of recon�gurations—replying to one person versus replying-all [32],
or adding new recipients [76]. Here, we take a broader view, and consider the prevalence of these
particular actions in relation to other types of recon�guration. To structure our analysis, we divide
9 We

only consider sender-con�guration pairs where the sender sent at least three emails of that con�guration. Modifying
this constraint yields qualitatively similar albeit somewhat noisier results.
10 While future work could examine moving recipients between address �elds, we note that it is di�cult to distinguish
between a sender’s deliberate choice and automation from the user interface; many email clients automatically move
recipients between To and Cc (e.g., when replying-all, all recipients except the previous sender may be moved to Cc).
11 For comparison, 46% of replies overall are directed at the root of a thread, suggesting that recon�gurations are more likely
to occur as a reply to a root email, rather than further down in a thread.
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Fig. 5. Distribution of the number of added and removed recipients, k add and k rm , in reconfiguring emails
that are replies to the roots of threads. (A) distribution of k add for only-add emails (27% of reconfiguring
emails); (B) distribution of k rm per previous audience size N prev for only-remove emails (40% of reconfiguring
emails); (C) distribution of k add (le�) and distribution of k rm per N prev (right) for add-and-remove emails
(33% of reconfiguring emails).

recon�gurations into three cases: 1) the sender only adds recipients (4,298 or 27% of recon�guring
emails); 2) the sender only removes recipients (6,424 or 40%); 3) the sender both adds and removes
recipients (5,414 or 33%).
Figure 5 shows the distributions of k add and k rm for each case. In both the only-add and addand-remove cases (Figures 5A and 5C, left), we see that the distribution of k add is heavily skewed
towards adding only a few new recipients.
Note that senders cannot remove more recipients than were previously present in the thread.
We denote the number of previous recipients as N prev , and compute the distribution of k rm per
N prev , which we visualize as heatmaps. In the only-remove case (Figure 5B), senders tend to remove
N prev -1 recipients (88% of only-remove emails), while in the add-and-remove case (Figure 5C, right),
the sender tends to remove all N prev previous recipients (85% of add-and-remove emails). These
cases, shown as the dark diagonals of the heatmaps, correspond to replying-one or forwarding an
email. Both of these actions are explicitly implemented by email clients, suggesting that the choice
of recon�guring an audience may be skewed by what the user interface makes expedient.
5.2

Characterizing reconfigurations

We now extend our preceding analyses of root con�gurations to examine senders’ decisions to
recon�gure their audience. For our present study, we focus on two prominent types of recon�guration identi�ed above: adding at least one recipient without any removals—henceforth Add’s;
replying to one recipient while removing the others, without any additions—henceforth Reply-1’s.
We contrast emails where a sender has recon�gured the preceding audience with stable emails
where the participants are left unchanged.
Here, we seek to characterize a sender’s decision to modify an existing con�guration. However,
naively comparing Add, Reply-1 and stable emails would con�ate factors underlying the modi�cation with factors re�ecting the present con�gurations of the emails being examined. Concretely, a
Reply-1 and Add email may di�er because senders have di�erent intentions in removing or adding
recipients, or because they have di�erent intentions in sending dyadic versus multi-recipient emails.
To circumvent this problem, we pair each recon�guring email with a stable email that has the
same audience size N and To-size k. We ensure that the stable reference point is also a reply to
a root email, such that our �ndings do not con�ate properties of a recon�guration decision with
dynamics of an email thread. For instance, this means that we compare each Reply-1 to the second
email of a dyadic exchange. Per Section 4.6, we enforce that both emails in a pair are from the same
sender. This procedure results in 2,276 pairs for Add’s and 4,792 pairs for Reply-1’s.
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attribute
(i) has request

has commitment

(ii) has recipient name
(iii) wordcount
% 1st-person sing.
% 2nd-person
% 1st-person pl.
(iv) has reply

Add
"""
"""
"""
###
"""
"""

Reply-1
###
"""
##

"""

Table 3. Significance test statistics on email content a�ributes and reply rate, comparing Add and Reply-1
emails with paired stable emails. Arrow direction indicates whether the reconfiguring emails are greater (") or
smaller (#) in that a�ribute than the stable emails. The number of arrows indicates Bonferroni-corrected significance under the Wilcoxon signed-rank test (real-valued a�ributes), or McNemar’s test (binary a�ributes).

Table 3 shows comparisons between recon�guring emails and their stable counterparts. We focus
�rst on Add emails, where a sender includes a new recipient. Compared to stable emails, Add’s more
frequently contain requests and mentions of recipient names. These di�erences mirror contrasts
we have previously observed between tiered and �at root emails; indeed, one interpretation is that
new recipients are implicitly singled out when they are added to a thread, similar to designating a
particular recipient in To (e.g., consider looping in a new additional participant so that they can
ful�ll a request). Prior work has suggested that senders may add recipients to facilitate their later
participation [76]; we correspondingly observe that Add’s are also more prone to receive replies.
Next, we examine Reply-1 emails. Our �ndings suggest two interpretations of this action. First,
replying-one removes recipients that a sender deems to be less relevant to a message, perhaps
to facilitate a more informal interaction with fewer overseers [32]; this may account for briefer
messages with fewer commitments. Second, in replying-one, a sender also singles out the remaining
participant, thus directing the focus of the message on them; this may be re�ected in an increased
propensity for calling out the recipient by name, or for this recipient to subsequently acknowledge
the message by replying. As with con�gurations of root emails, we suggest that recon�gurations
could be seen in part as a signaling mechanism (e.g., to denote a more targeted, actionable message).
5.3

Relation to initial configurations

A sender who initiates an email thread may not be the same person as a replier who subsequently
recon�gures the audience. As such, accounting for audience con�gurations highlights a potential
source of tension: do senders who initiate an email thread anticipate later recon�gurations? Prior
work on reply-all practices suggest two possibilities [32]: Senders may intend for a subsequent
reply-all since they deliberately included multiple recipients; they may likewise intend for a replyone, for instance by explicitly specifying this intent in their email. On the other hand, a replier may
ignore or misunderstand these intentions, leading to frustrations. This potential mismatch between
sender and replier intentions pertains to subsequent Add’s as well: a recipient who is added later on
in the thread is able to view preceding emails which weren’t originally addressed to them, which
could be problematic if such a recon�guration isn’t sanctioned by the initial sender.
As noted in [32], very few studies have systematically examined such tensions, even as there is
some popular understanding of them (e.g., consider the prevalent antipathy towards replying-all).
As a starting point, we explore the relation between a sender and later replier’s choice of audience:
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Fig. 6. Proportion of root emails whose replies include (A) an Add and (B) a Reply-1, for dyadic (•), N -flat
( ), and N , 1-tiered (4) emails.

for each type of root con�guration, we compute the proportion of emails that receive a reply with
an Add or Reply-1.12 Here, we focus on the 34,114 root emails with at least one reply.
Figures 6A and 6B show the proportion of root emails with di�erent con�gurations, that later
get a reply with Add or Reply-1 recon�gurations. We see that the propensity for subsequent Add’s
is higher for tiered than for �at roots (Fisher’s test p < 0.05 at N = 2); recalling the intuitively
task-oriented nature of tiered emails, perhaps repliers may be more prone to include additional
stakeholders, e.g., to see through a collaborative e�ort or request.
The propensity for Reply-1’s is highest for N -�at roots with large N , echoing the idea that
senders use Reply-1’s to pare away less relevant participants in such untargeted exchanges (Fisher’s
test p < 0.001, comparing 2-�at to N -�at emails). In contrast, this propensity is lower for N , 1-tiered
roots: perhaps the more complex organization of recipients signals that the initial sender has
deliberately included participants they deem to be relevant to the communication. In particular,
this means that the recipients in Cc, while auxiliary in the sense that they might not be expected
to actively participate in the thread, nonetheless tend to be retained in the ensuing interaction.
These �ndings suggest that some email threads are more expected than others to involve audiences
that are subject to change, opening up avenues for future work to more closely examine these
expectations and cases where they might later be violated.
6

DISCUSSION

In this work, we examined how people within an organization con�gure their audience when
communicating, via a case study of emailing behavior. In our setting, our analyses point to several
systematic dependencies between the types of con�gurations chosen by email senders and other
aspects of the communication. More broadly, we provided a general description of audience con�gurations as an important and multifacted component of social communication: con�gurations
choices are salient in channels beyond email that likewise enable speakers to make explicit decisions
about their audience. We see our present study as a starting point to frame future research on
audience con�gurations; in what follows, we highlight some key takeaways as well as limitations
that suggest directions for future work.
Throughout our analyses, we have demonstrated the utility of studying audience con�guration
decisions as a complement to examining the content of messages, which has been given more
prominent treatment in past studies of communication behavior. In our setting, we �nd meaningful
distinctions among audience con�gurations which underline that drawing �ner comparisons
12 Given our data �ltering decisions, as detailed in Section 3.1, we ignore self-replies; as such, the senders of the recon�guring

emails considered in this analysis are di�erent from the senders of the root emails.
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between di�erent types of con�gurations, rather than abstracting away such audience-centric
choices, could enrich accounts of how people communicate on several fronts. Notably, we �nd that
the propensity of emails to receive replies varies in striking ways with the con�guration involved
(Sections 4.5 and 5.2); such di�erences in reply propensity would have been overlooked without a
granular account of con�gurations. We likewise �nd clear contrasts in the content of messages that
are directed at di�erent con�gurations (Section 4.4) or that accompany di�erent recon�gurations
(Section 5.2). Indeed, as our exploration of sender-recipient relationships (Section 4.2) suggests,
senders are directly faced with con�guration decisions in situations such as contacting multiple
individuals across an organization; our framing brings these decisions to the fore of the analyses.
We have identi�ed a few key dimensions along which audiences could be con�gured. We
highlight the audience’s organization into di�erent recipient roles, recalling theoretical accounts
of the distinction between primary addressees and auxiliary participants [17, 31]. To clarify and
extend these accounts, we note an interesting subtlety in interpreting the importance of auxiliary
audience members. We show that they tend not to be explicitly called out in an email, and their
placement in Cc perhaps signals that the sender does not expect them to actively participate in a
reply. However, this seemingly passive role does not make them super�uous: tiered emails where
the sender has decided to include them exhibit contrasts on several fronts with �at emails where
no recipient is designated as auxiliary in the address line. We have also highlighted salient patterns
tied to a sender’s choice to recon�gure the audience in a reply. In accounting for the potentially
dynamic nature of the audience in an interaction, we point to an interesting and understudied
interplay between senders’ and repliers’ intentions (Section 5.3) that future work could further
investigate, perhaps in the vein of communicative misunderstandings [12, 16, 80].
In framing audience con�gurations as decisions that people can explicitly make, we o�er additional interpretations of the relationship between a message and its audience that go beyond the
audience design literature, which has generally focused on how people design messages in reaction
to a given audience. The audience and message may reinforce one another, as was observed in how
email senders mention recipient names (Sections 4.4 and 5.2). The audience’s con�guration may
also supplement information conveyed in the language of the message, for instance in including
relevant participants and designating them as auxiliaries. As such, a con�guration may be seen as a
complementary source of signal to cues found in the message itself [61, 77]. In conjunction with the
performative nature of messages, speakers could use con�gurations to precipitate an outcome: for
instance, they could encourage a reply by highlighting primary recipients in tiered con�gurations
(Section 4.5) or modifying the audience to target a single person (Section 5.2), hence removing
uncertainty about the focus of attention and the designation of responsibility.
More intricate studies of the message and the audience could clarify the nature of the link
between them. For instance, our analysis of recipient names could be extended to account for the
rhetorical functions of di�erent name-mentions, hence clarifying how speakers designate the roles
of their various addressees. We could also investigate potential causal e�ects of choosing di�erent
con�gurations to more rigorously understand the utility of con�guration choices—for instance,
experimental studies could vary the audience con�guration of a �xed message and observing the
impact of such interventions on the subsequent interaction.
We note that our present analyses miss an important aspect of con�gurations: the precise
identities of audience members. Future work could address this gap, perhaps by using similar
abstractions of roles and relationships as in our exploration of company divisions.
Analytic implications. We supplement these broad suggestions by describing some concrete ways
to extend existing studies of communication behavior by accounting for audience con�gurations.
First, we see a range of other analyses that could be augmented by disambiguating between
con�gurations that people have chosen. For instance, records of communications have been used
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to induce networks that represent organizational and social structures, and that can then shed
light on phenomena such as power relations [54] or responses to events [5, 24, 70]. To facilitate a
large-scale examination of communication networks, these studies have generally abstracted away
from the particular characteristics of di�erent interactions, coarsely drawing links between people
whenever any communication occurs between them. Our �ndings show that the relationships
between participants in an interaction are re�ective of the con�guration that recipients of a message
are organized into, suggesting that accounting for con�gurations could enrich representations of
communications networks. For instance, edges between people in a network of email exchanges
could disambiguate between the di�erent communicative roles that recipients tend to be placed
in by the senders, hence encoding designations that re�ect the underlying heterogeneity of the
relationships involved.
Second, we see promise in exploring the con�guration of audiences via the lens of pragmatics
and social psychology. For instance, past work has examined how the success of requests could be
tied to linguistic attributes that signal politeness or interpersonal a�nity [3, 86]. Our analyses have
suggested that email senders con�gure the group of recipients of a request in particular ways. A
future study could take up these observations to investigate the relation between audience-centric
attributes (such as the presence of an overseer in Cc) and the success of a request, enabling analyses
that more holistically account for the various types of decisions people make when issuing requests,
perhaps to increase the chances of ful�llment. It would also be fruitful to substantiate many other
intuitions about the psychological interpretation of audience con�gurations, such as avoiding replyall’s as a courtesy [32], or perceiving the inclusion of supervisors in Cc as an act of control [35].
Here, we could draw on approaches to developing linguistic characterizations of social behaviors
such as politeness [9, 22], power dynamics [28, 61, 66], emotional valence [12], formality [64] and
acculturation [25, 78].
Design implications. Accounting for audience con�gurations could also inform various proposals
for designing better communications systems. Past studies have suggested various ways to streamline the task of emailing [62], for instance by ranking the importance of messages [39] or extracting
intents expressed within messages [13, 71, 82]. Audience con�gurations could be explored as an
additional source of signal for tools that automate these tasks. The con�guration of an audience
could also be highlighted to users to guide them in managing their inbox: past work has suggested
that being included in the Cc line is a signal of lower priority [39, 72], but other signals—such as
being a recipient in To with several others in Cc, or being the remaining participant in a message
with a Reply-1—could be informative as well. Such applications are also potentially applicable in
other settings where the audience is con�gurable, such as group chat.
Understanding how people might use audience con�gurations could also guide the design of
new a�ordances which provide speakers some ability to tailor their audience. We have highlighted
various dimensions of con�gurations that other platforms could potentially support; for instance,
a platform might consider enabling people to specify di�erent tiers of addressees, replicating
the particularly explicit distinction between To and Cc in email. Our analyses suggest various
implications of supporting tiered audience con�gurations; such a feature might enable messagesenders to convey additional signal and set expectations for subsequent replies. Additional studies
would be needed to gain a better sense of whether such a�ordances would be appropriate for a
particular platform. For instance, while the organizational structure of a company might justify
the arrangement of addressees into di�erent communicative tiers, such a decision might be more
fraught in settings without explicitly-stated subdivisions and hierarchies.
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Limitations and future work

Our study has several limitations that suggest other opportunities for future work. First, we have
assumed throughout that the con�guration of the audience of email messages re�ects an explicit
and deliberate communicative choice. We have argued that this assumption is valid, relative to
other communication channels where such choices are more constrained. However, other factors
beyond the sender’s communicative considerations may shape how con�gurations are used. As
we have seen, the distribution of recon�gurations is strongly tied to options exposed by email
clients (Section 5.1); automated addressee recommendations as presently implemented by Gmail
and Outlook could further shape sender behaviors. A sender’s choices are also subject to various
norms, especially in routinized settings such as companies in which actions such as replying-all [32]
or including certain recipients [73] might be encouraged or disfavored. Future work could provide
characterizations of cultural or organizational norms that encompass audience con�gurations, and
more closely investigate their role in a sender’s decision.
While our study focuses on the basic To and Cc mechanisms, email provides functionality to
send messages to less explicitly speci�ed audiences as well: senders can target mailing lists, or
put recipients in the Bcc �eld. Extending our present analyses to understand when these options
are used could add nuance to our formulation of audience-centric decisions, allowing us to draw
connections to theoretical accounts of other phenomena such as overhearers [18] or to settings
involving less explicit audiences, such as large group chat channels [36] or online discussions [88].
Our computational approach limits us to high-level post-hoc analyses of con�guration choices and
inevitably misses the nuances of particular situations, especially for the less frequent con�guration
types that we have largely ignored. We also have a limited understanding of senders’ motivations
and recipients’ perceptions of a con�guration. To �ll this gap, we could build on the interview and
discourse analysis-based studies that have informed our present study, and examine a wider range
of audience-related considerations.
While we have argued that our corpus is an illustrative case example, it represents the emailing
practices of one company, and we expect that people in di�erent contexts could use con�gurations
di�erently. We have already seen one example of this potential variability: in Section 4.2, we observe
qualitatively similar trends for emails originating in sales and engineering, but the magnitudes of
these e�ects diverge, perhaps due to the di�erent roles, organizational structures and norms within
these subdivisions. Future work could address such contextual factors and apply our approach to
analyze other corpora, to better understand the variation across di�erent settings.
Con�guring the audience is one of many concurrent decisions that people make when communicating. For instance, people can also specify the communication medium [37], moving between
emailing, instant-messaging, phone calls, walking over to someone’s desk, and calling a meeting [57]. Thus, there is ample opportunity for future work to examine audience con�gurations in
the broader ecosystem of communication and collaboration.
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A SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL
Here, we provide further details on the nature of our dataset of emails and the steps we took to
process it, expanding on our description in Section 3.1. Code that implements this procedure can
be found at https://github.com/tisjune/avocado-data-processing.
A.1

Data description

The Avocado email collection is comprised of data taken from 279 Microsoft Outlook accounts
belonging to employees of a company referred to as Avocado. These records comprise the complete
set of emails that were in the accounts at the time that the data was collected, along with some
other artifacts like contact lists and calendar entries.
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In the original LDC data release [59], the data was structured as XML �les, with each entry
corresponding to an email that was present in some folder in an employee’s account. Thus, one
could naively use the collection by simply using each XML entry as an email. This presented two
challenges which our postprocessing steps sought to circumvent.
First, if employees deleted emails, then these would not be present in the collection as explicit
XML entries. In particular, this meant that many emails lacked information about the preceding
thread, since the email they were replying to was deleted. Second, there were many duplicate
emails, since copies of an email could exist in the accounts of each of its senders and recipients.
A.2

Data processing

Our data processing procedure deals with each of these challenges in turn. Here, we refer to the
emails surfaced by the XML entries as "original" emails and new emails recovered by our process
as "inferred" emails. Inspecting subsamples of the data suggests that these steps produced a more
complete set of emails in terms of email count and reply structure, and successfully removed the
majority of duplicates.
Recovering deleted emails and thread structure. To augment the dataset with deleted emails
and missing reply information, we made use of the full text of the original emails. For replies, this
text often contained both the text of the reply, and the preceding emails separated by “Original
Message” blocks. Thus, even though these preceding emails were deleted, we could still recover the
thread via text processing.
We separated the text associated with an original email into blocks delimited by “Original
Message”, and for each inferred email took the parent to which it was replying to be the inferred
email in the “Original Message” block directly underneath it. For each email, we extracted the
subject line, recipients, timestamp, and body; we also parsed out pre�xes on the subject line like
“RE:” and “FWD:” using a regular expression.
Deduplicating emails. We deduplicated the emails in two passes. In the �rst pass, we used the
email subject (with pre�xes like “RE:” removed), sender address, recipient addresses, and timestamp
as a key on which to deduplicate emails.
One complication is that emails are sometimes from di�erent timestamps, which aren’t always
explicitly listed in the text. As such, identical emails could have two di�erent timestamps, depending
on whose inbox it came from (e.g., if people were in di�erent time zones). To deal with this, we
performed a second round of deduplication: we reconstructed the thread structure of the email, and
for each set of replies to the same parent, deduplicated on just the subject line and sender/recipients.
Caveats on data completeness. If an email was deleted from all accounts involved, and did not
have any replies, then we would not be able to recover it in our collection. As such, while we claim
that the collection of emails we obtained after our postprocessing procedure is fairly thorough, and
our analysis is representative of a signi�cant portion of emailing activity, we note that if certain
types of emails are systematically deleted then we would miss these types.
We also note that if recipients were Bcc’d, then their names would not show up in inferred emails
(since by de�nition, Bcc hides these addressees from the other recipients). As such, we omitted all
emails with any trace of Bcc-ing activity from our analyses (i.e., if an original email had a Bcc, we
would ignore all the emails in the same thread).
Finally, some emails which are replies did not include the text of the original message below it.
We did not consider an email to be the root of a thread if its subject line had a pre�x like “RE:” in it,
even if it did not have a parent email in the collection.
Data statistics. The original collection had 614K non-duplicate emails (and 938K before deduplication). Our augmented collection has 702K emails after deduplication (1,800K before). Our most
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signi�cant increase is in the reply structure. The original collection contained 121K emails which
were replies to a preceding email; our collection contains 297K emails which are replies.
Subsetting decisions. As described in Section 3.1, our analyses were restricted to a subset of the
data. Here, we provide more details about the various subsetting decisions we made, and the number
of emails that were omitted as a result. Note that an email could be omitted for multiple reasons,
such that the percentages reported below refer to potentially-overlapping subsets of emails.
• We considered emails sent only among Avocado employees (identi�ed via the procedure
detailed in the next section). While other work has fruitfully considered communications
with people outside of organizations [70], we omitted such emails to simplify our present
analyses; in addition, it was di�cult to distinguish between external senders and recipients
who were actual people, versus mailing lists or automated services. This step removed 65%
of emails in 70% of threads. Manual inspection suggests that many of these omitted messages
come from automated senders (such as newsletters or promotions). In other words, we argue
that these omissions, while numerically substantial, consist in large part of emails which we
would not interpret as social communications between people.
• We ignored emails sent to mailing lists within Avocado, and emails involving non-human
senders (such as automatically-generated bug reports). In addition to facilitating our initial
analyses, this decision re�ects two limitations: it was sometimes di�cult to distinguish
between these two types of addresses, and we were unable to recover the identities of people
on each mailing list at the time that each email was sent. This step removed 13.4% of emails
in 9.91% of threads.
• We ignored self-emails where the sender is the only recipient, thus omitting 7.7% of emails.
• As noted above, we ignored emails in threads where at least one message was addressed to
people in the Bcc �eld. Approximately 0.5% of emails were omitted as a result of this �lter,
though as we have described, there are probably more emails with Bcc’s in the data.
A.3

Additional postprocessing steps

We also took some additional steps to prepare the data for our analyses in Sections 4 and 5.
Identifying employee information. We took steps to extract a more complete set of employees
(from the 279 accounts originally in the collection) and match them to information about their
email addresses, names and nicknames, and roles.
In particular, we extracted all (name, address) pairs from emails where the address had an
“@avocadoit” substring; we kept a pair if it occurred at least 5 times. Since multiple names and
multiple addresses could be associated with each other, we derived sets of names and addresses
corresponding to each employee by �nding all the connected components of the graph induced
by edges from a name to an address in each pair. We then manually curated this list to remove
inaccurate pairs that resulted in multiple people getting mapped to one component, and merged
some components if they corresponded to the same person. We manually identi�ed @avocadoit
entities corresponding to system accounts (e.g., conference rooms that could be booked) or mailing
lists, rather than employees. This process resulted in 320 employees being identi�ed.
In order to perform our analyses of name mentions, we augmented the original set of names
associated with each person with commonly-used nicknames. We computed the pointwise mutual
information (PMI) between each employee and each word in the emails they received, restricting
to words which started with the same letter as the recipient’s original name. We considered all
(word, name) pairs above a minimum frequency and PMI; we then manually �ltered these to arrive
at a set of nicknames.
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To �nd job titles, we used information from contacts lists included with the collection. In a
minority of cases, where these titles were ambiguous, we made use of text in the signatures that
an employee appended to an email (e.g., “John Smith, Account Manager”). Note that job titles are
subject to change; for our analyses, we assume that the subdivision that the employee is associated
with is fairly stable. With additional e�ort, it might be possible to extract and examine information
related to status in the organization, though the data doesn’t contain any org charts, and we expect
power relations to change as people moved around the company.
We removed emails involving mailing lists from our present analyses; a further augmentation
we did not pursue could be to infer the identities of the people on these lists.
Processing address �elds. In order to analyze the con�guration of address �elds, we postprocessed
the address �elds of the emails by deduplicating addressees. First, we removed the email sender
from all of the recipient �elds; next, we removed all Cc’d recipients who were also in the To �eld;
next, we deduplicated addressees within each address �eld (i.e., if the email was sent to more than
one of their addresses). If all recipients were in Cc, we treated them as all being in To, following the
intuition that the To and Cc mechanisms are for distinguishing roles, while all of the Cc’d recipients
in such cases have the same role with respect to the address �eld.
Text processing. We tokenized and POS-tagged each email in the collection with the spaCy library
[38]. In order to remove signatures, we removed all lines in an email where the majority of tokens
were tagged as non-words (e.g., numbers and symbols).
A.4

Intent-tagging model

Here, we provide further details on the classi�ers we used to tag the intents of emails based on
email text, in our analyses of requests and commitments in Sections 4.3 and 5.2.
The models were trained on the Avocado dataset [82], and consist of recurrent neural networks
with bi-directional GRU encoders using sentence-level and context-level features. The classi�ers
were trained on manually annotated instances with approximately 8K-10K instances per intent.
The intents were annotated by human annotators who examined the entire email and determined
whether or not it had a given intent. Each email instance was annotated by 3 annotators and majority
voting was used to determine the �nal label. The Cohen’s kappa coe�cient for inter-annotator
agreement in labeling both intents was greater than or equal to 0.61, indicating a substantial
agreement among the annotators. In our experiments, we used implementations of these models
that were available in our organization, Microsoft.
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